In this work, the application of numerical device simulation to the analysis of high resistivity silicon microstrip detectors is illustrated. The analysis of DC, AC and transient responses of a single-sided, Dc-coupled detector has been carried out, providing results in good agreement with experimental data. In particular, transient-mode simulation has been exploited to investigate the collection of charges generated by ionizing particles. To this purpose, an additional generation term has been incorporated into the transport equations; the motion of impact-generated carriers under the combined action of ohmic and diffusive forces is hence accounted for. Application to radiation tolerance studies is also introduced.
I. INTRODUCTION
The next generation of collider experiments in High Energy Physics (HEP) will be carried out on a high luminosity -cm-' s-l) Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN. The high rate and the topology of events at LHC will translate into tracking detectors that have to survive large radiation doses, have good timing resolution to resolve different beam crossing and have both high position resolution and granularity. Silicon detectors will be extensively used in tracking systems proposed at LHC and will be suited to such an enviroment due to their short charge-collection time and rather good radiation tolerance. The development of silicon detectors for LHC is quite an expensive task both in terms of time and money. Simulation programs may help in the prediction of the silicon detectors characteristics for different geometries and fabrication parameters without actually manifacturing detectors. Before starting the massive detector production, in fact, a number of open questions are still to be addressed and clarified, mainly concerning optimization issues. Device numerical simulation can also be applied to radiation tolxance studies: effects of bulk and surface damage can be taken into account, allowing for analyzing the detector performance after an arbitrary irradiation, and thus to evaluate its radiation-hardness char act er istics.
Reduction of both optimization time and prototipization expenses are therefore expected from the adoption of CAD techniques, aimed at device (as well as process) simulation. Tools of this kind are routinely used in IC production and development environments; however, their diffusion within the HEP community is relatively recent, and their use has been mostly restricted to passive device-characterization, such as evaluation of interstrip impedances, leakage currents, etc.
In this paper, the application of numerical device simulation to the analysis of high-resistivity, single-sided silicon microstrip detectors is illustrated; the complete characterization of equivalent-circuit parameters has been carried out. Beside this, the simulation of transducers' active behavior has been made possible by means of a suitably "customized" transient simulation technique. Details on the actual characteristics of the simulation tool are presented in Sect.
2, with particular emphasys on the features introduced in order to model the actual charge-collection dynamics.
Simulation results are presented in Sect. 3: here, radiation influence over a couple of important detector-design parameters (namely, the depletion voltage and the strip capacitance) has been evaluated by properly adjusting the oxide charge and the effective doping concentration. Sect. 4 below is more specifically devoted to the analysis of the charge collection mechanisms: the time-domain sensor response to a particle crossing the detector is simulated. Some conclusions are eventually drawn in Sect. 5.
T H E SIMULATION PACKAGE
The analysis has been carried out with HFIELDS, a device-simulation package developed at the University of Bologna [l] . HFIELDS (Hybrid FInite-ELement Device Simulator) is a general-purpose semiconductor-device analysis package: in the version used for this work, the numerical solution of the classical "drift-diffusion" transport model equations is obtained over a two-dimensional discretized spatial domain. More specifically, the simulator solves the following set of partial differential equations:
consisting of Poisson (1) and carrier-continuity equations for electrons (2) and holes (3). In the above equations the symbols have their usual meaning: namely, 'p is the electric potential as well as n and p are the electron and hole concentrations, respectively. Furthermore, in the equation (l) , N = N A -N i accounts for the net ionized impurity concentration, whereas current densities appearing in Eqs. The code allows for arbitrary distributions of oxide-and interface-trapped charge to be taken into account, as well as for surface recombination effects: most of these parameters can be correlated to the radiation dose experienced by the detector.
Different analysis modes can be exploited: DC, AC and transient simulation algorithms are available. For our specific purposes, DC analysis can be used to estimate static parameters such as the device depletion voltage, interstrip resistance, leakage currents, critical fields, etc. The AC analysis mode allows for predicting interstrip and bulk device capacitances, whereas the transient analysis has been used to investigate charge collection dynamics.
In the latter case, some code customization was actually needed to achieve such a goal: a generation term Grad, accounting for electron-hole pairs generated by an impinging particle, has been included in the right-hand side of Eqs. (2, 3). Such a term can be arbitrarily distributed in time and space, to account for the actual trajectory of the ionizing particle. In practice, since the actual duration of collision events is largely negligible with respect to the typical timescale of charge-collection transients, we neglect the detailed dynamics of carrier pair generation, and start by distributing an arbitrary amount of electron-hole pairs (thus including also secondary-generated pairs) along a given path. In the simplest case, a &distribution in time is adopted, and suitable algorithms are employed to map the generated charge over the discretized spatial domain at the generation time. The transient simulation then proceeds from this starting condition on. The carrier movement toward collecting contacts is therefore accurately described, accounting in a self-consistent way for the the combined action of diffusion and electrostatic forces.
D E T E C T O R SIMULATION
The simulated structure, shown in Fig. 1 
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Strip #5 Fig. 1 . Sketch of the detector structure.
thus neglecting the influence of third (as well as higherorder) neighbours. A 2D simulation has been carried out, so that fringing effects at strip ends have been neglected as well. The discretization grid adopted for device simulation counts 2200 meshpoints and 4100 triangular elements. Such a grid results from a careful balancing among different (and somehow contrasting) requirements: reliability of the simulation results, as well as the computational cost, are fairly sensitive to the meshpoint distribution. A stronghly non-uniform mesh is needed to resolve some feature size in the pm range (near the strip junctions), avoiding, at the same time, the computational overhead required by an unnecessarily dense mesh in the device bulk and near the backplane. Fig. 2 shows the electron concentration at equilibrium: positive charges trapped into the oxide are responsible for the thin electron accumulation layer (visible in the foreground) which develops at the silicon surface, between strip contacts. As demonstrated by Fig. 3 , such an accumulation layer is still present even when the detector is fully depleted (i.e. at normal operating conditions), so that it clearly plays a significant role on the interstrip capacitance. In order to estimate such capacitances, a set of AC-analyses has been carried out, reproducing a typical measurement set-up: ca- pacitance between a given electrode and the remaining ones can be individually evaluated by injecting a small-signal into the former electrode, at the same time keeping the latters at their bias value.
This allow to easily extract some of the basic parameters, such as the depletion voltage and the interstrip capacitance. Depletion voltage can be inferred from the 1/C2 vs. &ias plot (where C is the strip capacitance to backplane). As shown in Fig. 4 , such a depletion voltage is a fairly sensitive function of the the (radiation-affected) bulk resistivity, whereas it exhibits a much smaller sensitivity on the amount of oxide-trapped charge (Fig. 5) . The simulated interstrip capacitance is shown in Fig. 6 ; such a capacitance plays a dominant role in settling the overall strip-capacitance, which, in turn, determines the noise performance of the detector. As expected, the amount of oxide-trapped charge (which again can be correlated to the irradiation) modulates significantly the accumulation interfacial layer and reflects on the sensitivity of the nearestneighbours capacitance on the oxide charge density. 
IV. CHARGE COLLECTION ANALYSIS
As introduced in Sect. 1, a transient-analysis numerical algorithm has been devised here to evaluate charge collection phenomena; alternative approaches are found in the literature: for instance, Monte Carlo calculations have been carried out by Kalbfleisch et al. [6] . Analytical solution of the 3-D Poisson equation has been suggested by Castoldi and Gatti [7] ; a 2D, Finite-Difference approach to the same problem has been instead exploited by Sonnenblick et al.
Our approach differs from the above ones with many respects: since it is based on the self-consistent solution of transport Eqs. (1, 2, 3) , it is not restricted to the analysis of fully-depleted structures, and is therefore suitable for the analysis of heavily irradiated structures.
Moreover, it is integrated within the conventional devicesimulation framework, and therefore takes advantage of its embedded features: no simplifying assumption need to be made about the device geometry, and detailed account of many physical effects can be given.
A set of simulations has been performed, assuming different trajectories of the impinging particle: all trajectories
.
are assumed to be perpendicular to the detector surface, and the relative position with respect to the strips has been First, the same structure of Fig. 1 has been simulated: an equidistant trajectory is assumed between strips 2 and 3. The current pulses seen at the strips are shown in Fig.   7 ; a satisfactory agreement with published data [lo] , [ll] is found. To this regard, it should be mentioned that in this set of simulation no load was assumed connected to the strips: smoother current peaks should have been obtained if a reactive load were connected, accounting for the finite shaping time of the read-out amplifier. Nevertheless, charge sharing between strips is correctly predicted, the relative peak amplitudes well comparing with those reported in [ll] . Then, a more detailed analysis of the corcan be obtained:
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where p H stands for the height of the collected pulse. relation between the particle trajectory and the detector response has been carried out: a 4-strip subset of the detector has been accounted for in this case, and the discretization arid has been more heavily refined, in order to (b): t = 30 ns v ensure better spatial resolution of the simulation. Fig. 8 .a shows, for a given trajectory, the hole distribution at the initial time-step of the simulation, (i.e., immediately after the charge abrupt generation). The strips are visible in the plot background, whereas the sharp ridge along the surface defines the particle trajectory, which, in this case, crosses the device just in the middle of an interstrip region. This is the transient simulation initial condition: the structure then relaxes back toward the steady-state. Fig. 8 .b illustrates the same hole concentration after a 30 ns interval: carrier diffusion smooths the ridge; it is also evident the hole flow conveyed toward pstrips. Fig. 8 .c is taken after 130 ns: in this case, the concentration ridge is almost flattened down and most of the excess charge has already been drained by the electrodes, so that only a wide tail of charges remains visible. At this time, deep-bulk concentration has already recovered its original value. A number of simulations have been carried out, for different trajectories spanning over the space between the two inner strips: in Fig. 9 the strip peak current is reported, as a function of the impinging particle position. From this plot, the distribution of the 11-function After a Gaussian smearing of simulation results, aimed at faking statistical dispersion of collected data, the 7-function profile is given in Fig. 10 . These simulation results too are in good agreement with literature data, and can be exploited for accurate studies on microstrip detector resolution.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the application of the general-purpose device simulator HFIELDS to the analysis of silicon microstrip detectors has been described. Device characterization has firstly been carried out by means of DC and AC simulations. A modified transient algorithm has been employed to analyze charge collection dynamics. Simulation results exhibit a good agreement with measurements found in the literature, witnessing of the usefulness and the practicality of numerical device simulation as a design and optimization aid.
Moreover, distributed modeling of such devices allows for comprehensive and physically sound insight of detailed device behavior, thus helping to investigate device-
